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Dear Lr. Patterson, 

This letter is for a linited purpose. I am axare that Ur. dirk has been - eferring 

ny unanswered letters to you, that i have had no response fron you, and 1 feel that for 

the xost vart they are out of vour province or responsibilitye So, ee is not to oe 
ebout hot hearing from you that I write. I have, in fact, recent tten Dr. Birk = 

about thise — 

At the same tise, I do fecl that there is Little Dr. Birk could do that he bas no 
to create additional problems for us within your competence and responsibibity. + 

This porning we net with Dr. Ballantine. That I rather lized hin and his = sanner: 
ispaterial, but I did. I also found him direct, ani this also I appreciates. . 

    

   

  

   

   
He says he cannot directly address what I feel must, what are termed “diagnosis” 3 

ef us and what, asx 1 have already indicated, I regard as little more than withheraft 

If my mowledze is limited to that which ow: lawyer had to comminicate to us = and I 

recognize that this may be far from all —that is sufficient for ce to address these things, 

in part as i have and in part in other ways. For the moment I ignore the anxiety, about 
which, to date, and after many months, nothing has yet bean done, for if too late, it was 

scheduled and has been delayed by Hiss Ingrahan's illness. 

These diagnoses, in may opinion, are of tvo kinds, those made, whether or not valid, 

end those not made and I believe to be valid. The latter refer to my wife. I would like to 

be able to hove that from the oresent proceduges at least some of tits may emerge. Frankly, 
-I am surprised that no doctor of any discipline has not detected this, it is, to me, that 

obvious and L believe a jeopardy to the helth of both of use 

  

I am said to be schofd, parenoid, delusicnary and if not certainly, possibly phobic 
to aviation. Hy wife is said to be certainly phobic to aviation, if 1 remember correctly. 
Without full axyareness of the nuances of this vord in your seience, 1 would agree with it 
with regard to ay wife. If 1 understood she full seani zg, L aight even regard it as an 
understatement. YWith regard to myself, i think from the dictionary meaning it is a consider= 

able exaggeration. in my younger day I rather enjoyed flying. Im sere recent years * have 

not, have been a bit umeasy about it, but fly often, have never cancelled a fligzhh because 

of weather and have knowingly and repeatedly flown into bad weather. I have even sat on 

or waited for planes for long periods of fime while they were being repaired and continued 
with the flights, the last occasion being on my last trip, in Haye So, while I do not regard 

this as a vital soint,. i ingend it as a mean of evaluating what is termed. “diagosis". The. 

"diamostician"” made no inquiry about my flying history, yet reached senclusiors about it. 

What concerns se sost right now is what Z regare of worse than dubious and wh presents 
clear and present yroblems that Bnet be approached ink two areas? our health and mr legal... 

situation. You agreed the two can't be separated, but I address them separately. -Shicheve 
is correct, these disgoses cannot but influence our relationship with our lawyer and’ 

_ ability to pursue our interests. As it now stands, he'd have to be a rare man not tochav 

the cost serious doubts about anything we might say, meaning se, because my wife. will sey 
little, anc the case is in itself unusual enough without this inhibition and handicap : 

  

   

  

   
   

  

    

   
   

  

  

Eow these alleged diagnoses can now be addressed in terms of the existing records 

Sane pretend to mow. That last thing I expect of GHA is an admission that they ‘were 

indequately based or wrong, which happens to be my opinion. If the one scientific effort: 
in this direction ever made, and that on my initiative when GHA was in my opinion negligent, = 
has the validity I believe it enjoys, these medical opinions are diamterically op:osite the 
evaluations. There were two readings by competent professicnals and they are in accord. One 

used to imow us and the conditions of our Lives wells and often wondered that these conditions, 
which included what .he regarded as a certain amount of physical danger, did not cause any 
such médical conditions. He was pretty much restrécted to that part of our lives after the 
troubles caused by helicopters and sonic boom, my work after the end of my farming.



How any medical nan, trained in any asvect of medicines, can diagmose” delusions® 
with no knowledge of fact baffles me. There was no question of my thinking devils were 

inside my skirt, ghosts following ow wherever I went, or anything like that. We were asked 
about our lives and we, probably mostly I, responded. i doubt there was even exaggeration, 
with this even less likely with my wife present. Sut if he kept any records at all of what 

ever led te this Salem-like medicine, I can and will cofront them and without snowing what 
they arey go far out on a limb and guarantee you i will prove them redundantly. I don't.* 
think the practise of paychiatry can or should presume that all patients or prospective. 

pataénts lead normal lives, are engaged in only normal sursuits, ani that anything: outaide 

whatever any practitioner may consider normal is delusionary. This, I think without: posslli. 
lity of doubt, is what hapvened. It is subject to, what uhall I call it faced with this S22 
globverish in your files, subject to re-evaluation? If a layman can have an opinion on. such 
matters, £ also think it is the casiest to address. I want thise I would prefer to: have. 

Bake no more than a simple request. I think in itself it impedes our medical care- if “not 
worse, and the other liabilities it imposes on us I think do not require further explanation. 
and i think it and the other similar things in the records may well have impaired the medical» 
care of the past and has compounded our sedical problems. I take the liberty of suggesting 
ths integrity of GHA is also directly andi fully involved | in this matter, in all its aspects. 

it may not be as simple with the allegetions of schizophrenia and oaranoia, I have only 
a general understanding of the medical meaning of these terms. If probably better than thai: 
of most laymenk, i am aware that it must fall far short of medical understanding. And in nost 
elenents I would presume the person involved to be the least dispassionate source. Again 
the realities of our lives are involved ami agnin their strangeness to the psychiatrist or 
psychiatrists. if Hithous inquiry and in interviews on our initiative and for other purposes 
I find myself bailed that any diagnoses could have been reached with a decent logical or 
scientific basis, if find myself even sors perplexed that they were and we were without treat 
ment for these serious mental illnesses, especially me. I just don't see how these two 
_Contradictory positions can be simultanaously reintained by GHA, one that I am a very 
sick man and two that they ignore it and don't sce to it that i get the medical attention 
for which we have veid for about 30 yearse 

  

   

  

    
     

I am not and will not be content to let the matter rest here nor will I be content 
with further delays. if I suffer these illnesses I want attention and that promptly. Ir I 
do not, £ want the records corrected, regardless of whose ego may be affronted, IY you 
think this an unreasonable or irrational position, i'd appreciate hearing. from you onz it 
and I would like to understand how it is. if these diagnoses are incorrect, as I believe, 
they have, inveitably, colored all medical attention subsequent to their recording and 

present hurtful possibilities to our future-I should not. have to.explains:I think the: 
responsibility is GHA's and the need clear and urgent. Aside from health questions, it . 
should be apparent that any error here,.no-matter how slight, must adversely influence om: 
relationship with our lawyer at the | very anaes and under some conzdi tions: might be acversely 
iisused against us in courte 

i think the court situation gives you.a possibility of making an evaluation® of ne 
at least ny desire to be honest, With no prior history and nothing at all sugsestive:6r° £ 
in my life or that of eny relative as far back as I can trace any in any branch, Jend-with 
this “diagnosis” following the legal torts, which is what they are as a matter of: established 
legal fact, and following imzediately upon the forced ending of our farming, I would. think 
i have a quite legitimate basis of using these regords as a means of. alleging further: perso 
BSci cal GCABEESs Because these "diagnoses" also preceeded the appearance of my first bock; 
they can't be attributed ‘to any stresses in my or our lives that followed appearance “of °° 2: 
that book. in short, were I to allege this as a danage in court, I can't think of a defense 
against it from your records alone. Yet I have not and E will not because I believe it false 
and consequently dishonsst. 

Our previous meeting vas under the worst of circumstances. You were new and rushed, 
i was wrought up by an intolerable situation that from do-nothingness remains intolerahle 
and in much of which I feel you are not properly involved, and because tiere was too much 
that I felt had to be covered, I had to try to cover too mich. I would like to have another ~ 

  

   

    

    

    

  

    
   

   



meeting with you in your proper role, as chief of psychiatry, not as surrogate for the 

nedicel director. You are one; you are not the other. I would lize it to be linited to 

shat £ raise in this letter except to the degree you feel you must go into other arease 

I would not think of even sugzesting that a layman can linit one in your vosition and - 

recognize there say be what I might regard as departures that you sight not, In such cases, 

if there are any, the scientific judgement, of course, ust controle 

But I don’t want to go into with you what I do want to go into with otherse.L wane to 

“resolve the questions and problems within your competence, to the degree this can be- -done 
i don't expect more than a beginning can be made in a single meesinge There may be other: 

questions within your competence, and I can think of some, but i'd prefer to address as: 

eeeeeey as possible and as rapidly as possible the limited things in the foregoing,” ‘whether 

or not I am schoid, paranoid, delusionary and phobic toxard aviation. Once it is: determined 

whether or not I an, then the course ahead should be clear euoughe if 

Hy reactions may be subject to misinterpretation, but that 1 shali have to risks However. 

I think you skould be aware that perhaps my reactions are not abnormal, For exammle, there” 

is no possibility of doubt that the records as made available to our lawyer are not only — 

incompiete but are incamplete in what I regard as a culpable manner. If i ean't provide . 

@ positive explanation of the fact, there is no doubt that I can establish the fact of some 

of the omissions, for there steeS pel eececies asl ate EEE to the records 1 made. There are 
corroborative records in correspondence, and if that has disappeared from GiA files I an” 

certain this has not hapvened with my own. and in one case it was done in the sost prejudicial 

gyamner possible. All evidence of immediate nuerological examinations of ny wife when she 

collapsed in the GHA lab early in the momming in about February of 1964 seem to have 

received the Orwellian nemory—hole treatment. Yhat remains is another prejudicial record 

nade by Dr. 2kokstubl. What this does not show, fron what we understand from out lawyer, 

' 45 thet while my wife could tal and seem to respond, she was and has ever since been 

‘but of it! as the youmg ones say today. She then had no or next to no recoliection of the 

previous night. But I bad to stay mwake all that night, and when I took her puxlse and 
temperature I recorded them, How else was I to inform a doctor in the corning? If i did 
not anticipate the collapse that happened, I did have to anticipate answering questions 
I alone could answer, and my concern was such i would not dare trust my memory. Dr. ituck- 

stunk seemed to resent my winting to inform her. There is no record of ? her having the 
results of Dr. Vaid's examination imediately prior to her seeing my wife. She could not 

possibly have had them and have written honestly the words 1 understand are in her reporte 
fo this day my wife has no recollection of any of that. For the longest period thereafter, 
including inside the GHA building and in the presence of our tiennlawyer who has since _ 

moved $o the west coast,.could not only not.walle properly but could not .walx straighte.:: 

this also is susceptible of proof, for when I had to leave home, I had to leave someane:=: > 
with her, So, regardless of whatever snide and unbelieving remarks you may find in the.:') 

records, fact is beyond question. However, with so inadequate a record as we now understand - 
aes what ensued: that I regard as witcheraft can seem to have that much besis,: 1-think: :; 
if it does not sresent any jeopardy to my wife, you can satisfy yourself on this SCO 

your own interrogation and inguiry. No matter how meager the record you may haves oo 

indicate the kind of incident not easily forgotten. @ 

    

   

    
   

  

    

  

   

          

   

    

   
  

I do not want to have to continue writing such letters, to your or to amyone. elsee;: 

i think you can underutand that having to m is adverse to the interest of my own ‘health: 
and an upnecessary, really intolerable, in my view,imposition on my time, for which.I 
haye other needs. I would like to believe that we are at or near the point where it-wil? 
not be necessary. If we do not soon come to that point, I will have to consider other 
means of resolving an intolerable situation. I do hope this does not become becessarye 

Shoukd you see me, it would be more effecient for me if you could sake it for early © 
in the morning, which would give me the rest of the day for other work in Yashington. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg



Afterthouwcsht about ay wite, which 2iso rel tes to whe rorm:going: 

Sho Lacks faith in doctors now and just couun't coxwmicate with them. She has not 

always been this waye Tt shoula have been obvious to those doctors who saw here i nave 

hoerd Her make Lt explicit to tso therapists and it ie has not been secret fron me, it 

is one of the reacons 2 have sought to inform doctors, who can % very well operate in 

an inrormational vacmm. “iis, of course, impoives her atcitudes, anc i can pretend no... 

scientific expertise in these =abterse However, I can recali enough specific occasions 

xi her reactions to them and enowzh of what she regards as cedical indifferunce to. in 

her sind justify this as, to a large deyrec, it dogs with i 

on this, L will be glad to provide it. Sut what I think y 

the foregoing and ay efforts to inform doctors secing her 

in :chich this sits oe. If I remainea silent, the doctors 

selt—deception or errore lt i tried to inform them, i was 

a7 has for several years been at the point where she 

ap-ointzentse 

= am con siden’ thet the doctors ask her, a: they .2k mp, how i feel at the begining 
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of each ap-ointment. I an also cunfident that.her response is that she feels the sate as 

usuel or that she as Oe. But any emmination of her refilis on fic vinal or Eeperin F 

should tell any dector otherwise. If, as i believe, I am correct in this, I would assume 

thas the resultans record shows in one form or another thet she is in Sood nealth whereas 

this has not been true for yearse 
If there shéuld not have been reasonnble doubt about this in th: Hinds: of GHA doctors 

beginning uhen she was tojd to stop working, for which, if chere is any physical basis, 1 

@m Waware of it, then at the very latest at the time I frat sew “r, Casey 1 believe there 

was and should Ege been in her records whas 1 think is reasonable basis for any competent 

meiical person to have been unwilling to accept this representation. 
If you ever see ber, I think you can learn Sisco things for yourself. 
There should be otherxtouchstones in the record. Hi did a hyaterectimony on her. any 

examination of her thereafter indicated crescriptions or the lack of them, I would imerine,and 
should have bean a red flag to amypone peying serious asvention te her recorise Especially 

to the zmecologist, birt if on auch matters a Layman can have a valid opinion, I would 

think to anyone of uedical competence. 4nd in context, may i.not ask if not especially 
to a psychiatrist? On my initiative, she saw several. 

Harold Yeisberg 

 


